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Lagrangian non-linear theory of shells 

W. PIETRASZKIEWICZ (GDANSK) 

THE VIRTUAL work principle is used to derive a two-dimensionally exact non-linear theory of 
shells. All quantities and relations are defined in or referred to some reference shell middle 
surface geometry. The theory is expressed in terms of symmetric stress resultant and stress couple 
tensors and, when Iinearized, leads to the "best" linear theory of shells. 

Uzywaj<tc zasady prac wirtualnych zbudowano dwuwymiarowo scislq nieliniowq teori~ powlok. 
Wszystkie wielkosci i zaleznosci zdefiniowano Iub opisano w geometrii ustalonej konfiguracji 
por6wnawczej powierzchni srodkowej powloki. Przedstawiona teoria zawiera tylko symetryczne 
tensory sil i moment6w i w przypadku Iinearyzacji sprowadza si~ do tzw. "najlepszej" liniowej 
teorii powlok. 

Ha OCHOBe IIpHHlVUia BHpTyaJibHOH pa60Tbi IIOCTpOeHa ,r:t;ByMepHO TOt.IHa.H HeJIHHeHHa.H TeOpH.H 

o6onoqeK. Bee BeJIHqHHbi H ypaBHeHHH BBe,r:t;eHhi HJIH rrpe,r:t;craBJieHbi B TepMHHax reoMeTpHH 

cpe,r:t;HHHOH IIOBepXHOCTH o60JIQqi<H B HeKOTOpOM HaqaJibHOM COCTO.HHHH. flpe,r:t;JiaraeMa.H 

TeOpH.H 060JIQqeK BbipamaeTC.H qepe3 CHMMeTp.HqeCKHe TeH30pbi BHyTpeHHHX CHJI H MOMeHTOB 

H B CJiyqae IIOJIHOH mmeapH3aU:Hii IIpHBO,r:t;HT I< ,HaHJiyqi.Ue:i1:" JIHHeHHOH TeOpHH o6oJioqeK. 

1. Introduction 

IN THE NON-LINEAR theory of thin shelJs, It IS desirable to distinguish at the beginning 
between the Eulerian (spatial) and the Lagrangian (material) formulation, as is done in 
three-dimensional continuum mechanics. In the Eulerian approach, all quantities are 
referred to the actual deformed shell configuration, while in the Lagrangian approach 
they are referred to some reference, usually undeformed, shell configuration. 

The Lagrangian non-linear theory of shells can be constructed directly by integration 
of the appropriate three-dimensional continuum equations over the shell thickness in the 
reference configuration. Either shell middle surface displacements and rotations [1 , 2] 
or displacements only [3, 4] can be used as independent variables. The stress resultant 
and stress couple tensors so defined are unsymmetric and we still need to apply some 
symmetrization procedure [5, 6, 7, 8] if we want to transform them into symmetric quan
tities. 

The appropriate non-linear shell equations can also be found using the two-dimensional 
virtual work principle [9, 10, 11]. In this equivallent approach, the stress resultant and 
stress couple tensors are from the very beginning symmetric by definition. 

In this report, the new Lagrangian non-linear thin shell equations are derived using 
the two-dimensional virtual work principle, which is written entirely with respect to the 
reference middle surface geometry. We assume here that the deformation of the shell space 
can be represented entirely by three displacement components of the shell middle sur
face [10]. The theory presented here is two-dimensionally exact for the shell middle surface 
and is formulated without any restrictions on the surface strains, displacements or rotations. 
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It is possible to derive many variants of the non-linear Lagrangian theory of shells, 
which for small elastic strains would differ only by some small terms producing negligible 
error in the elastic strain energy [9]. Within the linear theory there are reasonable arguments 
[12] to choose the "best" variant of shell equations. Although some arguments in [12] do 
not apply directly to the non-linear theory, in our opinion the transition between the 
"best" linear and any non-linear shell theory should be smooth. The Lagrangian non
linear theory of shells presented in this report is compatible with this requirement and 
gives us the "best" linear theory in the limiting case. 

2. Notations and basic relations 

We will use here, as far as possible, the system of notations used in [10, 11, 13]. Let 
r(fJ«) and r(Oa) be the position vectors of the middle surface of a shell in the reference and 
deformed configurations, respectively, where ea, tX = I, 2, are a pair of surface convected 
coordinates [14]. With the reference middle surface f/ we associate the standard surface 
base vectors aa = r,cz, the metric tensor aap = a«· ap, the unit vector normal to the surface 

n = ~ eaflaa x ap and the curvature tensor bap= &cz,p · n. Here, comma ( ),cz denotes partial 

differentiation with respect to ea, and eaP is the permutation tensor. Similar geometrical 
quantities associated with the deformed middle surface will be distinguished by a dash -
for example, icz, a0 p, ii, bap, eaP, etc. The surface covariant differentiation with respect 
to the reference and deformed metric will be denoted by ( )lcz and ( ):a' respectively. 

During shell deformation, the basic vectors i 11 , ii can be expressed in terms of the 
reference middle surface geometry and displacement vector u by the relations [10, 11]: 

(2.1) 

where 

(2.2) 

The surface Lagrangian strain tensor Yap and the tensor of change of surface curvature 
"«P are defined by 

(2.3) 

where in terms of displacements u«, w these tensors can be shown to be 

(2.4) 
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In what follows, instead of "«fJ we shall use the Lagrangian tensor of change of surface 
curvature f2«fJ defined by 

(2.5) 

When linearized, this tensor gives us the measure for change of s~rface curvature 
which is supposed to be the "best" for the linear theory [12]. 

Our definitions for 'XafJ and f2«fJ differ by sign from those used in [10] and will correspond 
to the usual sign convention for the stress couples used, for example, also in [14, 15]. 

3. Eulerian theory 

In the Eulerian approach to the non-linear shell theory, all quantities are defined in 
or referred to deformed middle surface geometry. Let the shell be in equilibrium under 

the surface load jj, per unit area of deformed middle surface ff~ and boundary force F and 

couple K, per unit length of deformed middle surface boundary contour ?i. Then, for any 
additional virtual displacement field do, referred to deformed configuration 

(3.1) c5u = duaa« + c5wii, 

the principle of the virtual work has the form [10] 

(3.2) J J (n«P<5y«fJ+m«Pdf2«p)dA = J J p · dudA+ J (F· du+K · dA)ds, 
~ ~ i 

where from (2.5) 

(3.3) 

and all c5y«fJ' <5-x«fJ and dA are understood to be referred here to the deformed middle 
surface geometry. They can easily be expressed as the linear functions of c5u«, c5w [10, 11]. 

The symmetric stress resultant and stress couple tensors nttfl and m«P, defined here with 
respect to deformed surface geometry as the coefficients in the invariant internal virtual 
work expression (3.2), will be called Eulerian. These Eulerian tensors can also be introduced 
integrating the Cauchy stress tensor over the shell thickness in deformed configuration 
and then using some symmetrization procedure similar to that used in the linear theory 
[5, 6]. Although the two ways are shown to be equivallent [10], in the present variational 
approach we start at once with symmetric n«fJ and m«P. 

Applying to (3.2) standard procedure of variational calculus, it is easy to obtain the 
known [10] three equations of equilibrium and four natural boundary conditions, written 
in terms with respect to deformed middle surface geometry. 

4. Lagrangian theory 

During the non-linear deformation, usually some reference (undeformed) shell con
figuration is the only known in advance. It is desirable then to deal from the beginning 
entirely with the quantities defined in and referred to the reference (undeformed) middle 
surface geometry. Such shell theory we call here Lagrangian. 
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Let the shell be in equilibrium under the surface load p, per unit area of the reference 
middle surface !/, and boundary force F and couple K, per unit length of the reference 
middle surface boundary contour re. Then, for any additional virtual displacement field 
<5u expressed here with respect to the reference configuration by 

(4.1) 

the principle of the virtual work can be postulated in the form entirely with respect to the 
reference geometry 

(4.2) J J (N«P<5y«p+M«fJ<5(!ap)dA = f f p · <5udA + f (F· <5u+K · <5Q)ds, 
y y ~ 

where all by«fJ• <5e«fJ and <5Q are understood to be referred to the chosen reference middle 
surface configuration. We shall show them to be linear functions of bu and will express 
them in terms of displacement vector u from the reference to deformed shell configura
tion. 

The symmetric stress resultant and stress couple tensors N«fJ and M«P, defined here 
with respect to the reference surface geometry as the coefficients in the invariant internal 
virtual work expression ( 4.2), will be called Lagrangian. 

To transform this variational problem (4.2), let us note first that in convected coordi
nates the Christoffel symbols of the second kind for deformed and reference surface geome
try are related by [10] 

(4.3) 

where 

(4.4) 

Y;.a.p = Y;.arp+Y;.p!a.-Ya.pr;.· 

Then we can find that with respect to the reference surface geometry 

(4.5) 

where (2.1) and (4.4) should still be applied. These relations are obviously the functions 
of u and are linear in <5u. 

Let v and t be the unit vectors, outward normal and tangent. respectively, to the reference 
middle surface boundary contour re. Then, using (3.3), (4.5) and divergence theorem, 
the left-hand side of (4.2) can be transformed to the form 

(4.6) J J (Na.fJ<5ya.p+M«fJ<5(!11p)dA = J (N11
• bu-Ma.fJii · <5u~11)vcJds- J J Nala. · <5udA, 

y ~ y 
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where 

(4.7) 

Ql% - Ma{JI + aavy M)." - {J V)f-' ' 

-

b~ = a,av(bvH.-Xvx), 

and where (2.1) and ( 4.4) should still be applied. 
The second part of the line integral in (4.6) can be transformed further and found to be 

(4.8) - J MafJii · ~U.pVad'} = J IJe.MaH.ap · ~Uvads+ J [(MaPvatp),rii · tfu 
'C 'C 'C 

- (Ma{JVaVp)(ii · ~u),v]ds, 

where by ( ),v and ( ),t we understand directional derivatives at the reference middle 
surface boundary contour rc in directions defined by v and t, respectively. 

The virtual rotation vector ~Q, with respect to the reference geometry, can be shown 
to be 

( 4.9) ~n = + (i" X ~a.+ n X ~ii) = + [ ii" X Ou •• + ~~ e•Pn X ( Ou .• X iip)]. 
where (2.1) and (4.4) should still be applied. The relation is also the function of u and is 
linear in ~u. 

Using (4.9), the last line integral in (4.2) can be transformed to be 

(4.10) J K · 152ds = J IJeR"ap ·~ud'}+ J [(RPtp),rii · ~u- (RPvp)(ii · ~u),v]ds, 
'(I <c '(f 

where 

(4.11) 

Finally, by means of (4.6), (4.8) and (4.10) we can show that the virtual work principle 
(4.2) requires the following Lagrangian vector equation of equilibrium 

(4.12) 

to be satisfied within !/ and the following Lagrangian natural boundary conditions 

(4.13) (Na+ Ma"ii,>t)va+ (MafJValp),rii = F + R"ii,"+ (RPtp),;n, 

MafJVaVp = RPvp 
to be satisfied at free rc. 

The component form of these vector relations, with respect to the reference triad of 
base vectors aa, n, can be found to be the equilibrium equations 

(4.14) 
(QaA[~ +QanP),a-b~(Qa).qJ;. + Q«n) +pP = 0, 
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and the natural force boundary conditions 

{(Q«P -b~Ma")val~p+ [Q«va+ (M«Pvatp),t]nA}P;. = {F;.-be.R"lfp+ (RPtp),,n;.}P;_, 

(4.15) {(Q«P -beMa")val:p+ [Q«va+ (M«Ppafp),t]n;.}t;. = {F;.-beR"/~p+ (RPtp),,n;.}t;., 

(QafJ -beMa")Pa({Jp+ [{rva+ (M«Pvatp),t]n = F -beR"({Jp+ (RPtp),,n, 

where (4.7) and (4.4) still have to be applied. 
To complete the theory, some two-dimensional constitutive equations should be given. 

The appropriate constitutive equations for an elastic material follow from (4.2) to be: 

(4.16) 

where V= V('Yap, !2ap) is a two-dimensional strain energy function per unit area of 
the reference shell middle surface. 

Thus the equations of equilibrium (4.14), the natural boundary conditions (4.15) and 
(4.13h, the strain-displacement relations (2.4) and (2.5), the constitutive equatious 
(4.16) together with the relations (2.2), (4.4) and (4.7) form the set of equations for the 
Lagrangian non-linear elastic shell theory to be solved. 

5. Lagrangian and Eulerian quantities 

The external Lagrangian and Eulerian forces and couples in (3.2) and ( 4.2) are supposed 
to be known in component form: 

(5.1) 

p = p«aa+pn, 

F = Paa+Fn, 

K = EapK«aP + Kn, 

P = .P«aa+fiii, 

F = Pia+Fn, 
K- - K-a-,8 =Bap a. 

Let us recall here the geometrical relations [16] between the reference and deformed 
configuration: 

(5.2) 

It follows from (3.2) and (4.2) that under transformations (5.2) 1 we have the following 
relations between the Lagrangian and Eulerian quantities: 

(5.3) 
N""=V:n"". M"P=V:m"". P=V:•· 

The transformation rules for various components in (5.1) now follow easily from 
(5.3), using the relations (2.1), (2.4), (4.4) and (4.7), [16]. 
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6. Discussion 

The Lagrangian theory presented in this report may be characterized by the following 
features: a) the stress resultant and stress couple tensors are symmetric and defined with 
respect to the reference geometry, b) the equilibrium equations and the boundary con
ditions are expressed entirely in terms of the reference geometry, c) when linearized, our 
theory leads to the "best" linear sheJI equations [12]. 

It is interesting to compare our results with some close results obtained by other authors, 
keeping in mind some differences in notations and sign conventions. 

The Lagrangian equilibrium equations presented shortly in [7] (Eqs. 58' -60') were 
also expressed in terms of symmetric stress resultant and stress couple tensors, which 
are different from those used in this report. When linearized, the equilibrium equations 
of [7] do not lead to those of the "best" linear theory, while ours do. 

The vector equilibrium equation (4.12) and boundary conditions (4.13) in our theory 
are resolved along the reference triad of base vectors ac, n, while in [18] they have been 
resolved along the deformed triad of base vectors i 11 , ii, and in [16] along some intermediate 
triad· obtained from the reference triad by a finite rotation vector. This difference seems 
to be quite formal when the component tensor notation in convected coordinates is used. 
However, using direct tensor notation, it is easy to define [17] some second Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress resultant and stress couple dyadics for the sheJJ, in analogy with the second Piola
Kirchhoff stress dyadic in continuum mechanics. The natural proper components of these 
dyadics are only those defined in the reference basis a11 , n, and from this point of view 
only our theory can be caJled fully Lagrangian. 

Using the special definition for the tensor of change of surface curvature, all the rela
tions in [8] have been expressed as polynomials in displacements. Unfortunately, the 
resulting equilibrium equations happen to be very complicated and have not been presented 
explicitly in [8]. In our theory, there is a non-rational square root function in definitions 
(2.2h, but the symmetry of our explicitly written equilibrium equations (4.14) is remarkable. 
Both theories agree within the membrane approximation and they seem to be equivalent 
also in the general case. 

We have referred in this report to the shell middle surface rather than to the shell 
itself. The results presented here are thus two-dimensionally exact for the surface. It means 
that no restrictions have been imposed on the middle surface strains, displacements or 
rotations. However, any shell theory introduces unavoidable error resulting from two
dimensionality of the theory for an actually three-dimensional thin body. The theory 
presented here is applicable only to those non-linear shell problems for which the deform
ation of the shell space can really be well approximated (in some definite sense) by 
deformation of the shell middle surface. The full discussion of the range of vaJidity and 
possible simplifications of the theory for various shell problems transcends the scope of 
this report. We only note here that for elastic shells undergoing small extensional strains 
the shell strain energy was shown [9] to be well approximated by the two-dimensional 
strain energy due to the bending and stretching of the shell middle surface only. In this 
case, the Lagrangian shell relations can be simplified according to the lines suggested in 
[10, 18]. 
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